stylish spaces

Dawn of A

New

Bedroom

P

opular local blogger and fashion
entrepreneur Dawn Yang may be
the epitome of style, but the 28-yearold’s bedroom was just as messy as
the next person’s.

At least it used to be, before it was given a
complete makeover courtesy of local interior
design firm Designed Design Associates (DDA).

Local blogger and fashionista
Dawn Yang shows off her
new palatial digs.
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“The best part about
the mirrors is that they
create the illusion of
a bigger room, which
is fantastic. I’m now
able to enjoy some
occasional quiet
time on my new bay
window area, reclining
on some plush
cushions while reading
a book or a magazine
without worrying
about any clutter.”

Joann, who oversaw the renovation of Dawn’s
bedchamber, explained that her primary challenge
in fulfilling Dawn’s wish was to integrate appropriate
décor with the limited space available.
Joann: “We weren’t keen on cluttering up Dawn’s
room by adding (another) storage cabinet, so we
modified the area surrounding her bedroom entrance
to double as a bag storage area.
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Joann: “We also installed
a see-through wardrobe
with sliding doors, and we
used mirrors – lots of mirrors
– to reflect the space and
the light, all to create an
image of spaciousness.”

Dawn: “The mirrors are
very useful for vain girls
like me, because I like
to check out how my
hair looks like from every
angle, and also scrutinise
my top-to-toe outfits.

‘‘

With my mirrors, I have no excuse to step out of the
house looking bad now. My bedroom is also so gorgeous
that it’s a joy to come home!
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